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Dear Editor,

Wuhan novel coronavirus infection is an important emerging disease that has become a global consideration at present [1]. The disease had its origin in China and then traversed internationally. Importation is by air travel and there is continuous report of imported cases in many countries. An acceleration in the accumulated number of imported cases is observable [2]. At first, the disease is imported from only China. Nevertheless, after a 1-month period of outbreak, the disease is already been exported from non-Chinese countries as well The case from Thailand to Korea is a good example. Here, the authors assess the continuous chain of exporting Wuhan novel coronavirus infection from China to a country and then to another country. The authors focus on the situation of the coronavirus infection exporting from Thailand and then to South Korea. The rate of exportation in primary and secondary steps are hereby calculated. On 4th February, for the first step of the chain there were 20,440 cases of Wuhan novel coronavirus infection in China and there were 19 imported cases from China in Thailand. For the second step of the chain, there was one imported case from Thailand to South Korea. The rate of exportation in primary and secondary steps are equal to 0.093 and 5.26%, respectively. The rate of exportation in the primary step is 56.56 times more than the rate of exportation in the primary step. This can reflect on the fact that the present focus on disease screening for immigrants from China is not sufficient. The screening should be for all immigrants.
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